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The Liber pontificalis

Text and Context

Introduction

T he title of this book, rome and the invention of
the papacy, uses the word ‘invention’ in the original Latin

sense of inventio (discovery), as well as the more recent one of an original

creation with a function. I intend it to be a more evocative, or even

provocative, word than ‘formation’ or ‘development’. Indeed, I shall not

be offering a straightforward history of the early medieval papacy in this

book. Instead, my theme is the power of a text, with an extended case

study of a particular text that charts the history of the early medieval

papacy, namely, the Liber pontificalis or ‘book of the pontiffs’.

The Liber pontificalis is the set of biographies of the popes starting with

St Peter, first written by members of the papal administration in Rome in

the sixth century and subsequently extended at various stages until the

pontificate of Pope Stephen V at the end of the ninth century.1 Quite

apart from the importance of this text’s evidence concerning the history

of early medieval Rome, the Liber pontificalis is also a remarkable example

of the self-representation of a particular institution in the form of an

historical narrative. My concern in this book, therefore, is the way the

Liber pontificalis constructed the popes and disseminated a particular

representation of their history, their role, and of the city of Rome itself,

within western Europe in the early middle ages. The Liber pontificalis,

after all, is the only extant early medieval narrative history actually

1 The definitive modern edition of the Liber pontificalis is L . Duchesne (ed.), Le Liber
pontificalis: texte, introduction et commentaire, 2 vols (Paris, 1886–92, repr. 1955), hereafter
LP I and II.
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written in Rome. It is also the text in which most people in early medieval

Spain, Gaul, North Africa, the British Isles, and even in Italy itself, would,

or at least could, have read about Christian and contemporary Rome

without ever having seen it. Set against the background of the wealth of

sophisticated theological, pastoral, and exegetical treatises, letters, and

sermons produced by the popes who form the subject of the Liber

pontificalis, the text is remarkably selective in its representation of Rome

and its bishops. For that reason, as well as the particular agenda of its

contents, the text potentially had a key role to play within early medieval

Europe in forming perceptions and shaping the memory of the city of

Rome and of its bishops.2

The Liber pontificalis, in contrast to all the other texts emanating from

Rome and the popes, is oddly laconic and formulaic and leaves out an

extraordinary amount, known from other categories of evidence, relat-

ing to both general historical context and specific papal careers. The

text’s very oddities and omissions, however, need recognition, attention,

and explication, not least because it was so widely disseminated within

Italy as well as north of the Alps. I shall explore, therefore, the problem-

atic relationship between reality, representation and reception, and the

papacy itself as orchestrator of a new understanding of the Bishop of

Rome both within and beyond the city.3 Certainly, papal primacy, the

apostolic succession, and doctrinal orthodoxy are major themes of this

period. The churches, mosaics, frescoes, and inscriptions of Rome, as

well as less conventional historical evidence in the form of liturgy and

canon law, augment and complement the representation of the popes in

the Liber pontificalis; all have generated specialist discussion. Conse-

quently, I aim to offer a cross-disciplinary study of the sacred and the

secular, and to invoke a range of different categories of historical evi-

dence: textual, visual, and material. All this evidence needs to be set

against the background of the ideological agenda developed in the Liber

pontificalis.

2 I offered preliminary comments about Frankish perceptions of Rome in McKitterick
2006.

3 On the question of personal involvement of the popes see below, pp. 8–9 and 36.
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Before I introduce the text and an outline of the historical context in

which it was produced, it may be helpful to present a brief account of the

principal themes that have emerged from the modern scholarship on

late antique and early medieval Rome and the popes.

Rome and the Liber pontificalis in Modern Scholarship

The Liber pontificalis has been a constant resource for historians, art and

architectural historians, and archaeologists since the nineteenth century,

so I can only offer a brief and highly selective indication here of the

wealth of scholarship that it has precipitated. My own understanding of

the Liber pontificalis and its significance has benefitted enormously from

the pioneering work of Giovanni Battista de Rossi, Louis Duchesne, and

Theodor Mommsen in the nineteenth century.4 More recently, studies

focussed on specific aspects of the Liber pontificalis itself, such as those of

Herman Geertman, Lidia Capo, Clemens Gantner, and Andrea Verardi,

have helped to expose some of the problems of the text.5 From the

second half of the twentieth century, many excellent studies of the

‘transformation of Rome in late antiquity’ and the physical, topograph-

ical, and ideological impact of Christianity have appeared, in which

Charles Pietri and his successors at the École française de Rome have

been prominent.6 A number of German scholars have greatly enhanced

our understanding of the political and ecclesiological roles of the popes

of the late eighth and the ninth century in particular, alongside many

important contributions to the documentation of the institutional devel-

opment of the papacy in the comprehensive scholarly biographies of the

Italian Enciclopedia dei papi, and anglophone scholarship made since the

1970s, by Peter Llewellyn, Jeffrey Richards, and Tom Noble, among

others.7 Over the past two decades of this century in particular, John

Curran’s study of late antique Rome as Pagan City and Christian Capital

4 Rossi 1864–77; Duchesne 1877 and LP I, pp. i–cclxii; Mommsen 1898.
5 Geertman 1975, Geertman 2004, Geertman (ed.) 2003, Capo 2009, Gantner 2014,
Verardi 2016.

6 Pietri 1976, Blaudeau 2012b; Inglebert 1996.
7 Borgolte 1995, Scholz 2006, Herbers 1996, Hartmann 2006, Hack 2006–7, Bray and Lanza
(eds.) 2000, Richards 1976, Llewellyn 1974b (2nd ed. 1996), Noble 1984.
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and William Harris’s edited volume on the ‘transformations’ of late

antique Rome were followed by the collaborative volumes on Rome

and Constantinople edited by Lucy Grig and Gavin Kelly, on Rome the

Cosmopolis led by Catherine Edwards and Greg Woolf, further volumes of

collected papers on late antique Rome and its bishops, a set of incisive

studies on the urban fabric by Robert Coates-Stephens, and Hendrik Dey

on the Aurelian Walls.8 All have presented new perspectives and new

interpretations of both the material and documentary evidence. Never-

theless, the greater proportion of the scholarly literature on Rome as a

city is concerned with the imperial city and late antiquity. Edwards and

Woolf stress, for example, that

Rome remained the cosmopolis because the power invested in it was still

of use, because its claims to epitomize the empire were well worth

defending to groups with the power to do so . . . Rome the City was so

deeply inscribed on the master texts of empire that it could never safely be

erased; New Rome on the Hellespont indicates the power of empires, but

the survival of Old Rome on the Tiber shows the limits of that power.9

Certainly art historians have charted the transformation of the city

after that, in the wake of Richard Krautheimer’s monumental Corpus

basilicarum Romae and Rome: Profile of a City, though even Krautheimer was

more concerned with the fourth, fifth, and twelfth centuries than with

the period in between.10 In the more recent work of such art historians

and archaeologists as Herman Geertman, Sible de Blaauw, or Franz Alto

Bauer, however, the transformations of the early middle ages have at last

been given prominence.11 Here the Liber pontificalis has been drawn on

more critically as a source about particular buildings in Christian Rome,

though the principal emphasis of all three scholars has been on the

reigns of Popes Hadrian I and Leo III between 772 and 816.

8 Curran 2000, Harris (ed.) 1999, Edwards and Woolf (eds.) 2003; Grig and Kelly (eds.)
2012; Cooper and Hillner (eds.) 2007, Behrwald and Witschel (eds.) 2012, Rapp and
Drake (eds.) 2014, especially Ward Perkins 2014, Salzman 2014; Dunn (ed.) 2015;
Coates-Stephens 1997, 1998, 1999, 2003b, 2006, 2012, 2017; Dey 2011.

9 Edwards and Woolf 2003, p. 19. 10 Corpus; Krautheimer 1980/2000.
11 Geertman 1975, 2004, Blaauw 1994a, and Bauer 2004.
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Early medieval Rome has also been the object of attention from other

perspectives, such as doctrinal disputes, the cult of saints and martyrs, the

diversity of the city’s monasteries, the social and political role of the

aristocracy, economic life, ceremonial, and the evolution of the liturgy.12

Many of these developments have been associated with the history of

particular buildings, notably San Clemente, Old St Peter’s, the Lateran,

Santa Maria Antiqua, Santa Maria Aracoeli and the Capitol, the Pan-

theon (Santa Maria ad martyres), Santa Prassede, and San Paolo fuori le

mura, all of which have attracted concentrated and expert appraisal.13

The physical city as well as the idea of Rome and its immense cultural

capital, therefore, have prompted imaginative scholarly studies.14 The

second millennial celebrations of the city of Rome, furthermore, precipi-

tated a host of studies, drawing in particular on new archaeological

evidence and recent excavations, some of which are still in progress,

especially the work of Roberto Meneghini and Riccardo Santangeli

Valenzani, the outstanding collaborative volumes edited by Federico

Guidobaldi and Alessandra Guiglia Guidobaldi, and the current archae-

ological project on the Lateran led by Ian Haynes and Paolo

Liverani.15

Despite these excellent studies, the Liber pontificalis has still all too

often been treated as a straightforward repository of a series of brief

portraits of particular popes that offer a wealth of information about the

church buildings and monuments they patronized in the city, with details

simply extracted as corroborative evidence and considered in isolation

12 I cite here only the more recent: Chazelle and Cubitt (eds.) 2007, Maskarinec 2018,
Sotinel 2010, Salzman, Sághy, and Lizzi Testa (eds.) 2015, Leal 2016, Hansen 2003,
Machado 2019, Delogu and Paroli (eds.) 1993, Marazzi 1998, Costambeys 2000, Ferrari
1957, Sansterre 1983, Baldovin 1987, Ó Carragáin and Neuman de Vegvar (eds.) 2007,
Page 2010. See also Chapters 4 and 5 below.

13 Guidobaldi 1992; McKitterick, Osborne, Richardson, and Story (eds.) 2013; Bosman,
Haynes, and Liverani (eds.) 2020; Andaloro, Bordi, and Morgantin (eds.) 2016; Bordi,
Osborne, and Rubery (eds.) 2020; Bolgia 2017; Moralee 2018; Camerlenghi 2018;
Marder and Wilson-Jones (eds.) 2015.

14 Bolgia, McKitterick, and Osborne (eds.) 2011.
15 Roma nell’alto medioevo 2001; Roma fra oriente a occidente 2002; Meneghini and Santangeli

Valenzani 2004; Guidobaldi and Guiglia Guidobaldi (eds.) 2002; Bosman, Haynes, and
Liverani (eds.) 2020.
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from their textual context. But no narrative history from the early middle

ages can be regarded as an unproblematic source of facts, even if it might

occasionally yield useful information. The Liber pontificalis needs to be

considered in its entirety and all its complexity of purpose, as well as in its

detail and in the historical context of its production, diffusion, and

reception.

In past studies of the early medieval papacy the focus has tended to be

on the period up to the beginning of the sixth century, and embracing

the careers of Pope Leo I (440–61) and Pope Gelasius I (492–6) and all

the excitement generated by the Laurentian schism and election of Pope

Symmachus (498–514);16 a few make the leap to Pope Gregory

I (†604).17 Papal letters, some of which have been labelled ‘decretals’,18

sermons, theological works produced by these popes and their contem-

poraries, and the records of their debates in surviving conciliar material

from the great church councils of the fifth and sixth centuries,19 all

delineate an apparently powerful institution with eloquent protagonists

and a wide network of correspondents. New studies of particular popes

such as Leo I, Gelasius I, and Gregory I have emphasized these writings

and what they reflect of the pastoral and administrative roles of the

Bishop of Rome.20 Despite the markedly unenthusiastic and short entry

about Pope Gregory I in the Liber pontificalis itself, which records little

else besides a short list of his writings and his mission to the English, too

many studies have assumed Gregory’s own career and attitudes can be

generalized as representative of all the early medieval popes.21 An obvi-

ous factor is the sheer volume and quality of Gregory’s own writings,

widely disseminated in medieval Europe.22 A seductive influence on

16 Wirbelauer 1993. 17 Markus 1997; Neil and Dal Santo (eds.) 2013.
18 On the problem of the transformation of papal letters into papal decretals and decretal

collections in the context of canon law see Dunn 2015b and Zechiel-Eckes 2013. More
generally on papal letter collections see Jasper and Fuhrmann 2001, Allen and Neil
(eds.) 2015, Dunn (ed.) 2015, D’Avray 2019, and below, pp. 151–7.

19 See, for example, the translations by Price 2005; Price (ed.) 2009; Price, Booth, and
Cubitt 2014.

20 Salzman 2013; Neil and Allen 2014; Sessa 2012; Allen and Neil (eds.) 2013.
21 A notable exception was Peter Llewellyn, who discussed the negative implications of the

Liber pontificalis biography of Gregory I in Llewellyn 1974a.
22 Usefully surveyed in Straw 1996, and see also Thacker 1998.
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modern readers has been exerted by Gregory’s role in the conversion of

the English to Christianity, augmented by the Anglo-Saxon Bede’s pre-

sentation thereof in his Historia ecclesiastica gentis Anglorum (Ecclesiastical

History of the English People). This has led to undue emphasis on Gregory at

the expense of his predecessors and successors.23 The period from the

sixth century onwards, moreover, cannot be comfortably rendered as a

straightforward and stately progress of papal ideology, the achievement

of ‘freedom from Byzantium’ and the embracing of the protection of the

Franks by the second half of the eighth century.24 In his comprehensive

discussion of earlier historiography on the early medieval papacy, Tom

Noble wrote the ‘obituary’ of this kind of linear approach, criticizing the

failure to consider particular papal statements in their precise historical

context, and the tendency to focus too exclusively on the jurisdictional,

political, and diplomatic aspects of papal history. He made a plea for

consideration of the historical and institutional contexts in which papal

documents were produced, with particular reference to the letters eman-

ating from the papal writing office.25 Such an emphasis on context is no

less important for the Liber pontificalis, as we shall now see.

The Text of the Liber pontificalis

The title Liber pontificalis is an eighteenth-century one, used by Giovanni

Vignoli and made standard by Louis Duchesne; manuscripts from the

early ninth century refer to it as Liber episcopalis or acta/gesta pontificum

urbis Romae.26 The distinctive narrative structure of the Liber pontificalis

takes the form of serial biographies, from St Peter in the first century to

Pope Stephen V at the end of the ninth century, 112 Lives in all,

23 See for example Leyser 2016 and his references.
24 See further below, pp. 16–24. Moorhead 2015 is essentially a summary of the Liber

pontificalis up to the middle of the eighth century. The interpretations of the evidence
offered in Ekonomou 2007 should be treated with caution. For an alternative view see
McKitterick 2016a, 2018c.

25 Noble 1995.
26 Paris, BnF lat. 13729; see below, pp. 216–18, and Vignoli 1724–55; compare the rival

edition by Bianchini (1662–1729, reprinted in PL 127 and 128 (Paris, 1852). A full
account of the editions is Leclercq 1930, and see also Franklin 2017, with particular
attention to Bianchini’s work.
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numbered in sequence in most of the earliest manuscripts. Despite this

impression of being a single work, it was in fact produced in instalments,

the first in the sixth century and covering the period from St Peter up to

the author’s or authors’ own day, and then subsequently extended in

continuations. Some of these continuations were constructed retrospect-

ively, as I shall explain shortly, but most of them are contemporary with

their subjects.

The original author as well as subsequent authors of the Liber pontifi-

calis appear to have been officials within the papal administration, acting

on their own initiative or else with papal involvement. Either they worked

in the scrinium, that is, the archive and office in which the papal letters

were written, or in the vestiarium, that is, essentially the office responsible

for papal finances and assumed to have records of the papal endow-

ments, properties, estates, and expenditure.27 For access to the docu-

mentation on which the narrative rests it is generally thought that there

would have needed to be considerable interchange between the two

groups, if indeed their personnel were separate in this early period.28

Analysis of the style of writing and use of the cursus or rhythmical prose,

which involves a stylized way of ending phrases and sentences with a

particular number and length of syllables, has begun to shed some light

on the diversity of writers responsible for the various types of document

within the papal administration. Pope Gregory I, for example, wrote very

few of the letters sent out in his name.29 Richard Pollard has demon-

strated, furthermore, that up to the end of the seventh century almost all

papal letters are characterized by the use of cursus, while the authors of

the papal biographies in the Liber pontificalis for the same period do not

use it. In the eighth century, however, there is little sign of a familiarity

with the rules of cursus on the part of the writers of either the letters or

the papal biographies, except for the author of the Life of Pope Gregory

III and to a lesser extent those of Popes John VII (705–7), Constantine

I (708–15), and Gregory II (715–31). A diversity of authorship and of

educational background seems clear, though these differences might

27 See Neil and Allen (eds.) 2014, pp. 11–14 and 127–39, and Noble 1990.
28 Bougard 2009 at pp. 128–31. See Noble 1985 and McKitterick 2016a.
29 Pollard 2013.
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also reflect varying attitudes towards the appropriateness of a different

stylistic register dictated by the genre.30 Systematic analysis of the Latin of

the text may well yield more precise knowledge.

In two prefatory letters at the beginning of the text, the Liber pontifi-

calis is improbably credited to the late fourth-century Pope Damasus

(366–84), writing at the prompting of Jerome (c.345–420), the patristic

scholar. The letters are present in the earliest complete manuscripts,31

though the oldest of these, now in Naples, is only from the later seventh

century.32 As I explain in more detail below, I am inclined to affirm these

spurious letters as part of the original sixth-century composition, perhaps

functioning as an inspiring claim about the illustrious initiators of a

project subsequently carried out by others.33 The letters may also be

the way the authors signalled papal patronage of the enterprise. The

crediting of the text by editors in the early modern period to the ninth-

century papal bibliothecarius Anastasius has long since been discarded,

apart from Anastasius’s authorship of the ninth-century Lives of Popes

Nicholas I and Hadrian II.34

The format of the Liber pontificalis is a deliberate recasting of the

genre of imperial serial biography to write about the popes, with all

the ideological implications such an historiographical choice implies.

The structure of the biographies in the Liber pontificalis is directly com-

parable with such assemblies of biographies of Roman emperors as that

from Julius Caesar to the Emperor Domitian in Suetonius, De vita cae-

sarum XII (Lives of the Twelve Caesars), written in ad 119, or the later

emperors in the Historia Augusta written in the fourth century ad.35

30 On the criteria deployed for the presence or absence of cursus as an analytical identifier
see Pollard 2009 and Pollard in press.

31 Schelstrate 1692, I, pp. 369–75 was apparently the first to refute the validity of the
Damasan and Hieronymian connection.

32 Naples, Biblioteca Nazionale IV.A.8; see below, Chapter 6, pp. 185–6.
33 See below, Chapter 3, pp. 69–70. On the two letters, compare Cuppo 2008, p. 67.
34 The attribution of the text to Anastasius Bibliothecarius took rather longer to be

rejected: but see Herbers 2009, Bougard 2008 and Bougard 2009, and Bauer 2006. See
also the comments on the eighteenth-century editions in Franklin 2017 and the
forthcoming work on the Liber pontificalis at St Denis in the twelfth century by Elizabeth
A. R. Brown.

35 McKitterick 2009. See also Vout 2009.
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Despite the considerable variation in the length accorded each topic,

there are consistent structural parallels between the contents of the late

antique imperial biographical narratives and the Liber pontificalis in the

formulaic presentation of information about the subject’s name, origin,

parentage, and career before and after elevation to the imperial or papal

throne. These parallels extend to the details about disputed elections

and rival candidates, challenges to his authority, public works, patronage,

buildings, and religious observance, his length of reign, death, and

burial.36 The parallels can be set out schematically as follows:

serial biography: structural models

Imperial Lives in Papal Lives in
Suetonius, Lives of XII Caesars; Liber pontificalis
Historia Augusta; Eutropius,
Breviarium; Kaisergeschichte;
Aurelius Victor, De Caesaribus

Emperor’s name and origin Pope’s name and origin
Life before he became emperor Career before he became pope
Process of becoming emperor, Election as pope, including disputes
including disputes and rivals and rivals
Career as emperor, Career as pope,
including rebellions including challenges to authority

legislation legislation
public works public works
buildings buildings
patronage patronage
religious observance religious observance

Death and burial Death and burial
Length of reign Length of reign

The Liber pontificalis is nevertheless a remarkably novel type of work in

its emphases as well as its chief protagonists. It presented a new mode of

argument; it created a new genre for subsequent historians of religious

institutions to emulate; its adaptation of imperial serial biography

implied that the popes were the successors to the emperors as the rulers

of Rome; and it offered an alternative and Christian history of Rome.37

The concentration on the city of Rome, moreover, is in complete accord

with the obsession of so many ancient authors with Rome.38 Just as

36 For more extended arguments concerning the model provided by Roman imperial
biographies see McKitterick 2011 and 2018c.

37 Sot 1981. 38 See below, Chapter 2, pp. 38, 60–1.
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Cicero’s conception of Rome in the De republica, for example, was of a city

built up generation after generation, with a gradual accumulation of

temples and monuments enshrining the memory of the people in stone,

so too the Liber pontificalis represents a gradual accumulation, pope after

pope, basilica after basilica, of the institutional and physical structures of

the city.

A further structural model for the papal history was the De viris

illustribus (On Illustrious Men) of Suetonius, emulated by Jerome in the

fourth century with his De viris illustribus, a bio-bibliography of Christian

writers in chronological order devised primarily as a reference tool for

use in debates, though it also presented a case for Christian literature in

relation to pagan authors.39 As we shall see, later scribes and compilers of

volumes containing the Liber pontificalis sometimes juxtaposed it with the

De viris illustribus, and made it seem as if it were complementary to

Jerome’s text.40 The two letters credited to Damasus and Jerome pref-

acing the Liber pontificalis may have helped to create this impression.41

The author or authors of the Liber pontificalis appear to have had access,

not only to the papal registers and the documents relating to church

estates and property in the vestiarium noted above, but also to a range of

existing chronographical lists and historical narratives, such as the

Chronograph of 354,42 the Eusebius–Jerome Chronicon, the Historia eccle-

siastica of Eusebius–Rufinus, and other material relating to individual

bishops of Rome. The early Roman martyr stories in circulation may well

have been used in some instances, though the relationship of some of

these to the Liber pontificalis and the dating of the written versions are

notoriously problematic, exacerbated by the lack of any manuscript

witnesses (except for one seventh-century palimpsested fragment)

before the eighth century.43 None of these models and sources can

simply be understood as a series of texts that furnished information

passively for the Liber pontificalis. The context and motive of each text

39 Whiting 2015, and compare McClure 1979. 40 See below, Chapter 3, pp. 73–4.
41 Jerome, De viris illustribus, ed. Richardson, and see below, pp. 69–70.
42 Burgess 2012 and Salzman 1990.
43 On Roman martyr narratives see Pilsworth 2000, Costambeys 2000, Sághy 2015, Lanéry

2010, and Gioanni 2010. For English translations of the passions, mostly as printed in the
early modern editions, see Lapidge 2018.
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also needs to be taken into account in relation to their treatment on the

part of the Liber pontificalis authors.44

The first stage of composition of the papal biographies can be dated

soon after 536, as I explain in the final section of this chapter, and

contains the Lives of the fifty-nine popes from Peter to Agapitus

(535–6).45 The editor of the definitive text in the late nineteenth cen-

tury, Louis Duchesne, posited a first and revised edition several years

apart in the sixth century. He surmised an earlier first edition of c.530

from the existence of two epitomes, labelled the Felician and the Con-

onian, both extant in late eighth-century Frankish manuscripts. As Geert-

man and others have argued, however, neither of these epitomes should

be regarded as a primitive precursor of the Liber pontificalis, even though

they yield important information about the dissemination of the full

text.46 I shall return to these epitomes and the questions the manuscripts

raise in Chapter 6 below.

The subsequent sections of the Liber pontificalis were added in the

seventh and early eighth centuries. From the presentation of the text in

all the extant manuscripts, a decision seems to have been made to

resume the composition of these serial biographies in the form of a

seamless continuation of the existing text in which the same formulaic

structure was retained. The authors of the continuations thereby neatly

emphasized the underlying continuities of both the narrative and the

institution, even if the content gradually becomes more obviously

engaged with contemporary doctrinal and political concerns. Unfortu-

nately, there are no obvious indications of when the decision to resume

the story might have been taken. On the basis of the retrospective

character and different prose style of the Lives of Silverius and Vigilius

onwards, with only a hint of contemporary knowledge returning in the

second and third decades of the seventh century, the resumption of work

on the Liber pontificalis seems to have been no earlier than the pontificate

of Pope Honorius (625–38); thereafter, in terms of composition at least,

44 See further below, Chapter 2, pp. 61–5. 45 Geertman 2009, and below, pp. 25–35.
46 On Epitomes F and K see LP I, pp. xlix–lvii, but this element of the Liber pontificalis’s

redaction is open to challenge: see Geertman 2009, Verardi 2013, 2016, Simperl 2016,
and McKitterick 2019. See also below, Chapter 6, pp. 195–201, for further discussion.
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the biographies were produced one by one, or occasionally perhaps in

small groups. Breaks were discerned by Duchesne between Lives 77 and

78 of Popes Eugenius I (654–7) and Vitalian (657–72) and Lives 79 and

80 of Popes Adeodatus II (672–6) and Donus (676–8),47 but there are

other plausible reconstructions. There may have been two attempts at

the Life of Pope John VII (705–7).48 These continuations may even

correspond to specific phases of compilation, but their identification

rests primarily on the internal evidence of the biographies themselves.

In the Life of Julius (337–52), the responsibilities for papal record-

keeping and the preservation of historical memory were spelt out by the

sixth-century authors: ‘[He] issued a decree . . . that the drawing up of all

documents in the church should be carried out by the primicerius notar-

iorum, whether they be bonds, deeds, donations, exchanges, transfers,

wills, declarations or manumissions, the clerics in the church should

carry them out in the church office.’49 There are many references to

the papal archive subsequently, both in the Liber pontificalis itself and by

other early medieval visitors to Rome in search of particular material.

The Anglo-Saxon Bede, for example, reports how Nothelm, a priest from

London who went to Rome, was given permission by Pope Gregory II

(715–31) to search through the archives of the holy Roman church.50

Under Pope Hadrian I (772–95), moreover, an enormous effort of

preservation was achieved with an assembly of a vast selection of the

letters of Pope Gregory I.51 Yet the Liber pontificalis is an entirely different

kind of historical enterprise, being nothing less than the transformation

of an archive into a distinctive historical narrative.52 Whether in phases

or Life by Life, the consistency of purpose and format is remarkable.

47 LP I, pp. ccxxxi–xxxiii, and see also Duchesne 1877, pp. 205–6.
48 On the seventh-century sections see my comments in McKitterick 2016a.
49 LP I, Life 36, c. 3, p. 205: Hic constitutum fecit . . . et notitia, quae omnibus pro fide ecclesiastica

est, per notarios colligeretur, et omnia monumenta in ecclesia per primicerium notariorum confectio
celebraretur, sive cautiones vel instrumenta aut donationes vel commutationes vel traditiones aut
testamenta vel allegationes aut manomissiones clerici in ecclesia per scrinium sanctum celebrarentur;
trans. Davis, Pontiffs, p. 27.

50 Bede, Historia ecclesiastica gentis Anglorum, ed. Colgrave and Mynors, p. 4.
51 Pitz 1990; Straw 1996, pp. 47–8; Markus 1997, pp. 206–9.
52 For a useful summary of the new ways of interpreting and writing about the past that

emerged in late antiquity see Croke 2007. See also below, pp. 25–35.
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The unifying theme for these seventh- and early eighth-century

sections of the Liber pontificalis is the papal challenge to Byzantium and

the patriarch of Constantinople in matters of doctrine within an histor-

ical framework. The text itself both represents and symbolizes the con-

tinuities in the institution while at the same time recording change and

the gradual emergence of new themes. I therefore regard the Lives

60–90 as the second major part of the Liber pontificalis. There is some

manuscript evidence that the portion of the text up to 715 was distrib-

uted in the early eighth century as a single entity, but it was thereafter

itself augmented on a Life-by-Life basis in the eighth and ninth centur-

ies.53 These eighth-century sections of the Liber pontificalis offer further

examples of variant versions;54 an earlier and a later version of the Life of

Pope Gregory II is extant,55 and there are three versions of the Life of

Pope Stephen II, that is, Life 94, including the famous ‘Lombard’ ver-

sion.56 Further, the beginning of a Life of Pope Constantine II was

subsequently subsumed into the Life of Stephen III.57 Life 94 of Stephen

II, moreover, as we shall see in the final chapter of this book, has proved

particularly interesting for what it suggests about the processes of dissem-

ination outside Rome and local emendation of the text thereafter.

The three tentative subdivisions in the scheme below (LP IIA–C),
therefore, simply correspond to particular climactic points in the narra-

tive.58 There is a consistent emphasis in the seventh-century Lives on the

definition and upholding of orthodox Christian doctrine in the face of

heretical ideas emanating from the emperor and patriarch in Constan-

tinople. This might indicate, for instance, that the Liber pontificalis was

intended to serve as a dossier of material prepared for particular

moments of crisis for the papacy.59 The Lateran Synod of 649, Pope

Agatho’s presentation at the Synod of Trullo in 680–1 and the rejection

of Monothelitism, and the triumph of orthodoxy in which the Byzantine

emperor is portrayed as abasing himself before Pope Constantine I in

53 On the manuscripts see further below, Chapter 6, pp. 171–223.
54 See below, pp. 180–1, 207–8. 55 LP I, pp. 396–410 prints them in parallel columns.
56 See Gantner 2013a. 57 McKitterick 2018b.
58 I make a case for the seventh-century continuations in McKitterick 2016a, pp. 246–62,

though some of the details there have been adjusted here.
59 For the doctrinal issues see Price 2014.
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Constantinople in 715, are such moments. There is some clever sleight of

hand on occasion: Pope Honorius, for example, was actually condemned

by the sixth ecumenical council of Trullo 680–1 for error in relation to

the Chalcedonian definition of the Trinity. Two extant letters by Honor-

ius, however, came to be read as Honorius’s defence of the orthodox

position of Christ’s single person but two natures, human and divine.60

The Liber pontificalis, however, omits all mention of Honorius’s interven-

tion and maintains its representation of the popes as the unfaltering

champions of orthodoxy.

In the schematic summary below, therefore, the divisions IIA, IIB, and

IIC as well as I, II, and IV are simply an acknowledgement of the

narrative rhythm; I offer them as a working hypothesis about possible

phases of compilation.

LIBER PONTIFICALIS: PHASES OF PRODUCTION
LP I (= Duchesne’s 2nd redaction) c.536, Lives 1–59/?60: Peter to Agapitus

(†536)
LP IIA Lives 60–71: Silverius (†537) to Boniface V (†625)
LP IIB Lives 72–81: Honorius (†638) to Agatho (†681) but possible breaks

before 672 and 676–8
LP IIC Lives 82–90: Leo II (†683) to Constantine I (†715)
LP III Eighth-century Lives 91 (two versions), 92, 93, 94 (three versions),

95, 96, 97 cc. 1–44, 97 cc. 45 to end: Gregory II (†731) to Hadrian
I (†795)

LP IV Ninth-century Lives 98–112: Leo III (†816) to Stephen V (†891)61

As I have indicated already, the manuscript transmission of the Liber

pontificalis is a crucial consideration for any interpretation of the text,

the hypothetical phases of production, and possible impact, and I shall

be exploring this fully in the final chapter of this book. One of the

peculiarities of the manuscript survival is that most of the earliest copies

of the text are Frankish and produced in the Carolingian period.62

Another is that most early medieval copies of the Liber pontificalis only

go as far as Life 94 of Pope Stephen II (752–7); very few extant manu-

scripts from the late eighth or the ninth century go further than Life

60 See Cubitt 2014, p. 46.
61 Reproduced with modifications from McKitterick 2016a, p. 248.
62 LP I, pp. clxiv–ccvi.
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97 of Pope Hadrian I, a biography peculiar in any case in that the actual

historical narrative really only covers the first three years of his pontifi-

cate to 774 (cc. 1–44); thereafter (cc. 44–94), the text is primarily

concerned with Hadrian’s embellishment of the churches of Rome.

The later lives from Pope Leo III to Pope Stephen V (Lives 98–112)

appear to have been much less widely circulated in the Carolingian

period.63 The first section, comprising Lives 1–59 (Peter to Agapitus),

however, was the most widely circulated of all, and it is to this, and its

sixth-century context of production, that I now turn.

The Liber pontificalis: Historical Context of Production

A brief sketch of political events may be helpful. The wider context for

the Liber pontificalis is to be found in the profound political changes in

Italy after 476. The Western Roman Empire had ceased to exist as a

political entity with the deposition of Romulus Augustulus, or Romulus

the ‘Little Emperor’ in 476 and the assumption of power by the Roman

military commander Odovacer, who was proclaimed rex (king) by the

army and established himself in the imperial capital of Ravenna.64

Thereafter, the political balance within Italy and Italy’s relationship with

both the former Western provinces of the Empire and with the Eastern

Empire were transformed. Britain, Gaul, Spain, and North Africa were

now ruled by various ‘barbarian’ leaders,65 and after Odovacer himself

had been assassinated in 493, his place was taken by his murderer,

Theodoric the Ostrogoth.66 Like Odovacer, King Theodoric ruled from

Ravenna, though he also established a palace in Verona and

strengthened the city walls there. Like Odovacer, Theodoric maintained

a Roman style of government until his death in 526, and there was

63 Duchesne 1877; McKitterick 2016a; on the later sections see Bougard 2009, Herbers
2009 and below, Chapter 6, pp. 206–20.

64 MacGeorge 2002, pp. 282–93.
65 See Halsall 2005, and the relevant chapters in Fouracre (ed.) 2005. On Italy and the

Exarchate of Ravenna see Brown 1979, 1984, Deliyannis 2010 and West-Harling (ed.)
2015.

66 Amory 1997 and Arnold, Bjornlie, and Sessa (eds.) 2016.
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considerable continuity in personnel and offices between the two

regimes.

The political and legal position of the Eastern emperor in relation to

Theodoric’s Ostrogothic regime remains a matter of dispute, for the

political relations between a king in Italy, bishop and senate in Rome,

and the emperor in Constantinople were unprecedented.67 Rome itself

had rarely been the residence of the Western emperor for much of the

fourth and fifth centuries, and both Odovacer and Theodoric had for

the most part left Rome to its own devices. There are indications,

nevertheless, of reverence for St Peter and an acknowledgement of the

pope’s authority within the church, even though the Goths were homoion

Christians, sometimes labelled, not strictly accurately, ‘Arians’, who

emphasized the humanity of Christ in their understanding of the Trin-

ity.68 The decades since 476 had afforded an opportunity, whether by

default or design, for the staunchly catholic and orthodox Bishop of

Rome to assert his leadership and claim some degree of autonomy,

despite the diversity and wide spectrum of doctrinal opinion among

the people of the city.69 Rome had its own secular administration

and the senatorial aristocracy were prominent in the city’s affairs

throughout the fifth and sixth centuries, though individual families

maintained links with friends, colleagues, and family in both Ravenna

and Constantinople.70 As in many other cities in the West, moreover, the

bishop and the clergy played an increasingly important role in the

political, administrative, and social as well as religious life of the city.71

The renewal of Byzantine interest in the former Western province of

Italy at least was allegedly precipitated by the murder of Theodoric’s

daughter Queen Amalasuintha early in 535. She had acted effectively as

regent for her young son Athalaric, who had succeeded Theodoric as

king, and conducted her own diplomatic relations with the Emperor

Justinian. But Athalaric’s early death made Amalasuintha accept as

67 On the variable but still influential role of the senate see Clemente 2017.
68 See Lizzi Testa 2013, Amory 1997, Sessa 2016; and on homoion Christians, Whelan 2018,

especially pp. 85–108.
69 Arnold 2017. 70 Salzman 2017.
71 On the late antique papacy see Behrwald and Witschel (eds.) 2012, Dunn (ed.) 2015,

and Sessa 2012. On the ‘republic’ see Noble 1984, especially pp. 57–60.
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co-ruler her cousin Theodohat, who was implicated in her murder.72

The narrative of the ‘Gothic wars’ that ensued is largely dependent on

the history of all the Emperor Justinian’s wars written in the guise of

memoirs in a classical Greek literary style by the Byzantine Greek author

Procopius at the end of his own career.73 Rather too much confidence

has been placed in his reliability and accuracy, but he was undoubtedly

one voice in a ‘polyphony of opinions’ in Constantinople about the

Italian wars after 540.74 With hindsight the wars in both Vandal Africa

and Ostrogothic Italy have been characterized as Justinian’s wars of

renovatio or ‘renewal of the Roman Empire’, but in Italy they had limited

success. The Byzantine armies, led first by Belisarius and then by Narses,

met with considerable and protracted resistance within Italy from forces

under the leadership of the Gothic rulers Witigis and subsequently

Totila. Although the first stage of the war ended with a peace concluded

in Ravenna in 540 and King Witigis and his family moved to Constan-

tinople, Totila then emerged as leader of the resistance to the Byzan-

tines. He even occupied Rome in the winter of 546–7 and again at the

beginning of the year 550, but was killed in battle in 552.

The Byzantines’ ultimate military success is symbolized by the docu-

ment known as the Pragmatic Sanction. According to the preface, it was

issued by the Emperor Justinian at the request of Pope Vigilius in the

immediate aftermath of the defeat of the last Gothic army in 554. It was

primarily designed to reassure the citizens of Rome that their claims of

ownership to property would not be endangered by the recent conflict,

and that all legal transactions concluded under the Ostrogothic regime,

with the exception of any made during the reign of Totila, would be

valid. By 584, the Byzantine government had established a foothold in

Italy at Ravenna, ruled by a Byzantine official known as the Exarch, but it

is not clear how this may have related to any regime in Rome, nor why

this was so long after the end of the Gothic wars.75 The Exarchate of

Ravenna became an interesting colony of expatriates from the East

72 For the contradictions of the Gothic regime see Amory 1997 and Wolfram 1988.
73 Cameron 1985. An alternative interpretation is offered by Kaldellis 2004.
74 See Boy 2014 and Cameron 2009. The phrase ‘polyphony of opinions’ is that of Van

Hoof and Van Nuffelen 2017.
75 Justinian, Pragmatic Sanction; Pelagius II, Epistolae 1, PL 72, cols 703–5.
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together with ‘Romans’, ‘Italians’, and ‘Goths’, in which the archbishops

of Ravenna played an increasingly important role.76

The establishment of the Exarchate may have been prompted by the

third major factor in Italian politics in the later sixth century, namely, the

arrival of the Lombards. After 568 they established themselves in the Po

Valley, Trentino, Friuli, and Tuscia in the northern part of Italy, as well as

Spoleto and Benevento;77 their principal city was Pavia. They took over

Veneto and Liguria in the seventh century and conquered the Byzantine

Exarchate itself in 751. The Lombard kings had apparently been homoion

Christians at first, though King Agilulf’s wife Theodolinda was a catholic

and corresponded with Pope Gregory I. From the later seventh century

onwards the Lombard kings were catholic. Despite this, papal letters as

well as the biographies of the popes in the Liber pontificalis are often

perplexingly hostile towards the Lombards, portraying the kings, or

more often the dukes of Spoleto and Benevento, as constantly seeking

to encroach on ‘papal territory’. Certainly, for much of the period

between the later sixth and later eighth centuries, there were contested

lands between the Exarchate, Lombard kingdom and the popes. These

may have been disputes about ecclesiastical jurisdiction, rights to rev-

enues and rents, or actual political control.78 Papal appeals for military

assistance against the Lombards, especially from the Franks and the new

Carolingian rulers after 754, eventually led to Frankish support and

protection and ultimately the conquest of the Lombard kingdom by

Charlemagne in 773–4.79 Byzantine intervention in Italy thereafter

appears to be related to new Frankish offensives in Italy, competing

interests in the Adriatic, and in response to local alliances in Naples

and Benevento.80

76 Brown 1984, Deliyannis 2010. 77 Delogu 1995. See also La Rocca (ed.) 2002.
78 See Marazzi 1998, Azzara 1997, and Costambeys 2000.
79 See McKitterick 2008, pp. 107–18 and Costambeys, Innes, and MacLean 2011, pp. 56–67.
80 This is surmised from the references to ambassadors in many narrative sources and the

evidence of many manuscript sources and artefacts: see Granier 2002, Buckton 1988,
Kaczynski 1988, and McCormick 2011.
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Rome and Byzantium

Rome’s relations with Byzantium in the aftermath of the Gothic wars

need to be considered first of all at the practical level of whether any

direct rule within the city was established. Secondly, there is the broader

question of cultural influence and exchange.

It remains uncertain whether the Byzantine emperors actually

installed their own official representatives in Rome, whether and when

the de facto rule of the bishop and his secular and clerical administration

took over, and under whose command there was military presence in

Rome. The Byzantine general Narses fought off raids in Italy and was

based in Rome, though the Liber pontificalis relates how he retreated to

Naples and claims that he only returned to Rome at the request of Pope

John III (561–74).81 An added source of uncertainty indeed is that it is

primarily the Liber pontificalis which is the principal, if occasional source.

It is only in the late seventh-century sections of the narrative, for

example, that there is reference to the army (exercitus), and in the eighth

century to a dux (duke), a military title, and a ‘duchy of Rome’. An

undated inscription in Terracina, on the coast about fifty miles south-east

of Rome, refers to a consul and dux Georgius, albeit without any indica-

tion of what he was the dux.82 The style of the letter forms suggests a

seventh- or eighth-century date. The ambiguities and contradictions of

the evidence were succinctly summarized by Tom Brown over forty years

ago and recently readdressed by Tommaso di Carpegna Falconieri.83 It is

not always clear whether the army is one based in Rome or whether

contingents are sent from Ravenna. Dux is usually understood to refer

simply to a military command. It has optimistically been taken further

and interpreted as a Byzantine creation of an official with territory

comprising Rome and representing imperial or exarchal secular power;

some scholars have even located this Byzantine official representative on

81 Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum VI, No. 1199 for Narses’s restoration of the Ponte Salaria,
and see LP I, Life 64, pp. 305–7.

82 Guillou 1971, with illustration at p. 155, and Maskarinec 2018, pp. 58–9 and illustration
in Figure 9.

83 Brown 1984 and Carpegna Falconieri 2012, pp. 43–5.
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the Palatine in Rome.84 Yet between the reference to Narses and these

eighth-century episodes there is no unequivocal reference to any military

official with the title of dux associated with Rome, in any extant source.

The cartularius is explained by Tom Brown, for example, as a subordinate

official in charge of the garrison in Rome (c.640), but the cartularius

Maurice in league with the Exarch of Ravenna who, according to the Life

of Pope Severinus (May–August 640), tried to rob the Lateran treasury

appears to have been a Ravennan military officer rather than a Roman

one.85 Brown suggests that Rome may have had its own dux in 712 who

may have had administrative functions and may also have been subordin-

ate to the pope, not least as the power of the exarchs themselves was

undoubtedly waning fast in the early eighth century. An alternative

interpretation has been to accept that the cartularius and the dux were

indeed Byzantine appointments in Rome. If the dux is understood to be a

substantial office, one possible explanation is that the military function

of dux could be both temporary and itinerant, so that the description of

his responsibilities in relation to Rome could have been a short-term

expedient. Another possible interpretation is that the title was simply a

newly coined honorific of a military commander to distinguish him from

the Exarch of Ravenna, without implying an actual political role over a

specific territory. It may originally have been an official who was an

adjunct within the Exarchate, and actually had no real power within

Rome at all. It may subsequently have been adopted in the course of

the eighth century as the title of a military commander under the pope’s

control in Rome.86 It is significant furthermore that if any support is

offered the Byzantine officials, it is made to look as if it is the magnanim-

ity of the Bishop of Rome towards a political peer, as in the case of Pope

John V. In addition to the military administration there is also the

possibility of secular officials to consider. While there were undoubtedly

people with Greek names and with eastern family background acting as

secular administrators in Rome, such as the famous instance of Plato,

84 For discussion of the archaeological indications of the use of buildings on the Palatine
see Augenti 1996 and 2000, and Coates-Stephens 2006.

85 LP I, Life 75, cc. 2–3, pp. 331–2.
86 See LP I, p. 403 and Bavant 1979, Brown 1984, pp. 53–56, and Delogu 2001, at pp. 20–1.

See also Gantner 2014, pp. 64–8 and Hartmann 2006, pp. 39–40.
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father of Pope John VII,87 there is no clear unequivocal evidence of

Byzantine secular officialdom being based in Rome itself, let alone of

the pope’s subordination to such people.

Despite the ambiguities of the evidence, Italy and Rome in the period

from the end of the Gothic wars until the middle of the eighth century

are sometimes referred to as ‘Byzantine’.88 Quite how misleading such a

notion is becomes clear when one attempts to understand the occasional

references in the Liber pontificalis to the relations with the emperor.

Topics such as the question of whether the notice of papal election sent

to Constantinople was a requirement or a courtesy, and thus whether the

emperor actually had the right to approve the choice of pope or not;89

whether the claims to revenues from lands in Italy were those of a

landlord or of a ruler;90 whether legally to transform a secular building

into one for sacred use, as in the conversion of the Pantheon into the

church of Santa Maria ad martyres in 609 or 613, actually still required

the permission of the emperor, or whether this was an instance of the

pope and his legal advisers hedging their bets in relation to the shreds of

old Roman law on the topic: all these questions merit far fuller discussion

than can be pursued here.91

Similarly, the extent of papal ecclesiastical jurisdiction remains ill

defined, partly due to the far wider and ever-growing compass of the

pope’s spiritual authority as a source of guidance and judgement that is

evident from the papal letters and decretals.92 The Bishop of Rome’s

ecclesiastical jurisdiction was described at the Council of Nicaea in 325.

In the version reported by Rufinus in his extension of Eusebius’s Historia

ecclesiastica, it comprised the following: Rome and the regiones suburbic-

ariae, that is, the city of Rome itself, Campania, Tuscany, Umbria,

87 LP I, Life 88, c. 1, p. 385, and the epitaphs of Plato and his wife Blatta once in the church
of Santa Anastasia are discussed by Duchesne, LP I, p. 386, note 1.

88 See above, p. 7, note 24.
89 See, for example, the statements in the Lives of Popes Severinus, Vitalian, Eugenius,

Agatho, and Benedict II, LP I, pp. 341, 343, 350, and 363.
90 LP I, Life 91, c. 16, p. 403: Maiuro 2007.
91 LP I, Life 69, c. 2, p. 317: Loschiavo 2015, pp. 83–108. For discussion of the significance

of dedicatio in Roman law see Linderski 1985, Orlin 1997, and briefly below, Chapter 4,
p. 130.

92 See further below, pp. 147–57.
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suburbicarian Picenum, Samnium, Apulia, Calabria, Sicily, Bruttii and

Lucania, Corsica and Sardinia.93 The ninth-century Byzantine chronicler

Theophanes claims that the Byzantine emperor took Dalmatia, Illyricum,

and southern Italy with Sicily away from the Roman church province in

715.94 In ecclesiastical terms, therefore, the pope was understood to have

jurisdiction over all the bishops of the cities in these regions, and in

principle would have had a role in their consecration. The references in

the Liber pontificalis to such issues are at best opaque.95 The many indica-

tions of eastern Mediterranean cultural influence, furthermore, espe-

cially in the wonderful frescoes and mosaics of the seventh and eighth

centuries in Rome, do not prove that any region of Italy apart from the

Exarchate was under direct imperial control from Constantinople.96

A precise understanding of Rome’s political or legal obligations in

relation to Eastern imperial government has to be in the context of a

superlatively cosmopolitan and multilingual city. Rome was a home,

refuge, or spiritual goal for soldiers, ordinary lay families, clerics, monks,

religious refugees, migrants, merchants, diplomats, artisans, tradesmen,

artists, mosaicists, stoneworkers, brick-makers, sculptors, builders, labour-

ers, city officials, farmers, market gardeners, aristocrats, foreign ambas-

sadors, and pilgrims. They came from Constantinople, Syria, Dalmatia,

Thrace, Palestine, Egypt, North Africa, and Sicily, and there were many

people from elsewhere in the Eastern and Western Mediterranean as

well as from Frankish Gaul and England.97 Latin and Greek for all these

people, whatever their mother tongues, were the dominant languages of

communication.98 A glimpse of the diversity of Roman society is offered,

93 Eusebius–Rufinus, Historia ecclesiastica, ed. Schwartz and Mommsen, Latin text ed.
Mommsen, pp. 966–7; on Nicaea see McKitterick 2020a.

94 Theophanes, Chronicon, dates this later: s.a. 6224 (= 731/2), trans. Mango, Scott, and
Greatrex, pp. 567–8. This confiscation is not mentioned in extant papal sources. The
older literature is summarized by Noble 1984, p. 39 and note 124 and Davis, Eighth-
Century Popes, p. 21, note 13. See also Costambeys 2000, p. 386 and note 734, following
Marazzi 1998, p. 137.

95 McKitterick 2016a and 2018c.
96 For full discussion of the art historical evidence see Osborne 2020. I am very grateful to

John Osborne for allowing me to read his book in advance of publication.
97 For a fresh perspective see Winterhager 2016. See also Neil and Allen (eds.) 2015.
98 Adams 2003, Adams, Janse, and Swain (eds.) 2002, and Adams and Vincent (eds.) 2016.
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for example, by the seventh-century Latin inscription in Santa Cecilia in

Trastevere commemorating Theodore, together with his baby grandson.

Theodore was described as a Greek from Byzantium and friend of many

Roman magistrates.99 How thoroughly bilingual the Roman church may

have been, moreover, is suggested by the first version of the Lateran

decrees of 649 being issued in Greek, and the many Greek-speaking

popes in the seventh and early eighth century, such as Pope Leo II

(682–3), praised for his proficiency in Latin and Greek by his

biographer.100

Doctrinal Schism and Dispute

In addition to the political uncertainties, contested areas, and legal

ambiguities, the potential for doctrinal tension with homoion and catholic

Christians coexisting in Italy was exacerbated by the personal involve-

ment of the Eastern emperor in theological matters that manifests itself

as a public responsibility. The first major rupture in the late fifth century

was the ‘Acacian schism’. Named after the Patriarch Acacius of Constan-

tinople (471–89), it disrupted ecclesiastical and political relations

between Rome and Constantinople from 482 to 519.101 The dispute

centred on the refusal of the popes to accept the Henotikon of the

Emperor Zeno, supported by Patriarch Acacius. This Eastern formula-

tion had failed explicitly to affirm both the Council of Chalcedon’s

definition in 451 of the two natures of Christ in one person, and Pope

Leo I’s Tome in which the Chalcedonian position, the gold standard of

Western orthodoxy, was expounded.102

Yet the dust of the Acacian schism had hardly settled before a new

furore was created by the Emperor Justinian’s condemnation of the

‘Three Chapters’ which also compromised the former papal clarity

concerning Chalcedon. The ‘Three Chapters’ were the works of the

Eastern theologians Theodore of Mopsuestia, Ibas of Edessa, and

99 Hunsacker and Roels 2016.
100 Concilium Lateranense a. 649 celebratum, ed. Riedinger; Price, Booth, and Cubitt 2014,

pp. 59–68; LP I, p. 359. On Greek-speaking popes see also Gantner 2014, pp. 88–90 and
Gantner 2013b, pp. 33–49.

101 Kötte 2013. 102 For guidance on the issues see Gray 2005.
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Theodoret of Cyrrhus. Their work had been explicitly approved at the

Council of Chalcedon in 451, so this posthumous condemnation was

interpreted in the western Mediterranean as a rejection of the Council of

Chalcedon’s authority. Justinian’s attempt to force Pope Vigilius to agree

to the condemnation was ostensibly successful; Vigilius’s prevarication in

resisting imperial pressure ended with his endorsing the condemnation

of the Three Chapters in 553, an embarrassing endorsement his succes-

sor Pelagius I then maintained while simultaneously insisting that he was

faithful to Chalcedon. The dispute, not least because of the inconsistency

of the late sixth-century popes on the matter, created schism within Italy,

as well as in the Mediterranean region more generally, with the church

of North Africa and the sees of Milan and Aquileia both maintaining the

Council of Chalcedon’s authority and also opposing the condemnation

of the Three Chapters.103 Theological disharmony between Rome and

Byzantium was then reinvigorated still more explicitly with the challenge

offered by the Eastern formulations of Monophysitism (one nature) and

Monothelitism (one will) as alternatives to orthodox definitions of

Christ’s two natures, divine and human. Even with the condemnation

of Monothelitism at the Lateran council of 649, accepted in Constantin-

ople in 680, there were further ructions in the relations between the

popes and the Eastern church when the Quinisext Council in the East of

692 suggested that Eastern ecclesiastical disciplinary practices should

also be observed in Rome. This was rejected out of hand by Pope Sergius

I (687–701).104 From the middle of the eighth century the popes also

resisted Eastern attempts to ban figural representations in Christian

art.105

The Arsenal of the Past: Dating the Sixth-Century Liber pontificalis

The Liber pontificalis is, as we shall see in the following chapters of this

book, both a distinctive commentator on the complex interweaving of

events and ambitions indicated above, and an essential part of its fabric.

103 Chazelle and Cubitt (eds.), 2007. 104 LP I, Life 86, cc. 6–7, pp. 372–3.
105 LP I, Life 96, c. 23, pp. 476–7, Noble 2009 and Brubaker and Haldon 2011, and see

below, p. 161.
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The exact historical context of its composition therefore becomes all the

more important to determine.

The compilation of the Liber pontificalis appears to have been com-

pleted during and in the immediate aftermath of the reign of Pope

Agapitus (535–6), who ruled in the year after the murder of the Ostro-

gothic Queen Amalasuintha, King Theodoric’s daughter, in April 535.

Agapitus is the first pope in the Ostrogothic era not to have his years in

office dated by the Liber pontificalis authors, either according to the

regnal years of the kings of Italy or the Eastern emperor.106 Instead,

after the standard formula of parentage (Roman, the son of the priest

Gordian), his own time in office (eleven months and eighteen days) is

stated. Agapitus is described as starting his pontificate by destroying the

anathema against Dioscorus that a recent predecessor Pope Boniface II

(530–2) had extorted from the clergy. The reference to Dioscorus is to

the man ordained pope at the same time as Boniface, but Dioscorus had

died before the conflict could be resolved. Boniface had forced the

Roman clergy to sign an anathema against his rival. It is this document

Agapitus is recorded as destroying, but the account of Agapitus’s initi-

ation into office ends with the significantly generalized statement that

Agapitus ‘released the entire church from the malice of faithless men’

(et absolvit totam ecclesiam de invidia perfidorum).107 In an entirely fitting

climax, the Life of Agapitus ends with a triumphant visit of the pope to

Constantinople. Agapitus had been sent by the new Gothic king, Theo-

dohat, so the Liber pontificalis reports, ‘because the emperor was infuri-

ated with King Theodohat for killing King Theodoric’s daughter Queen

Amalasuintha; she had entrusted herself to Justinian and he had made

Theodohat king’. On arrival in Constantinople, however, Agapitus con-

centrated on upholding the orthodox understanding of Christ’s two

natures in a single person, upon which the emperor ‘abased himself

before the apostolic see and prostrated himself before the blessed pope

Agapitus’.108 It is in the Life of Agapitus’s successor Pope Silverius

106 See also McKitterick 2018c.
107 LP I, p. 287. For Life 57 of Boniface see LP I, p. 281 and Duchesne’s discussion, LP I,

pp. 282–4.
108 LP I, Life 59, cc. 2 and 5, pp. 287 and 288, trans. Davis, Pontiffs, p. 51: Quia eodem tempore

imperator domnus Iustinianus Augustus indignatus est Theodato regi; eo quod occidisset reginam
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(536–7), whom Theodohat had forced upon the people of Rome, that

the launching of Justinian’s campaign ‘to free all of Italy from occupa-

tion by the Goths’ by the general Belisarius is reported in a style so very

different from the preceding Lives that, as I suggested above, it reads far

more like a retrospective reconstruction.109

The disputed papal election between the rival candidates Symmachus

and Laurentius known as the ‘Laurentian schism’, three decades before

these events, has sometimes been proposed as one local context for the

initial composition of the Liber pontificalis.110 The Laurentian schism

undoubtedly caused a major rift among the various aristocratic families,

factions, and interest groups in Rome, and precipitated a ‘pamphlet war’

still to be seen in the compilations known as the ‘Symmachan apocrypha’

preserved in both the Collectio Avellana letter collection, compiled c.553,

and the Sanblasiana collection of canon law, also thought to be an early

sixth-century compilation.111 The Symmachan apocrypha included a

number of concocted texts to try and establish precedents for the reso-

lution of the election dispute. According to the Liber pontificalis, the

Laurentian dispute had reached such an impasse that the arbitration of

King Theodoric in Ravenna was sought. King Theodoric decided in

favour of the person first elected, who happened to be Pope Symmachus

(498–514). Rather than the Liber pontificalis being part of the resistance

to too great a control of the papal office by aristocratic families, an

alternative impetus for the composition of the Liber pontificalis has been

seen in the Acacian schism with Constantinople, with an interpretation

of the Liber pontificalis as primarily a text designed to emphasize the

pope’s orthodoxy and primacy.112

Certainly, the Acacian schism and Laurentian dispute are part of the

historical and intellectual background from which the Liber pontificalis

emerged, and provided important precedents in their use of texts as

Amalasuenta filiam Theodorici regis commendatam sibi, qui eum regem fecerat . . . Tunc piissimus
Augustus Iustinianus gaudio repletus humiliavit se sedi apostolicae et adoravit beatissimum
Agapitum papam.

109 Useful background in Arnold, Bjornlie, and Sessa (eds.) 2016. 110 Cohen 2015.
111 Wirbelauer 1993, Collectio Avellana, ed. Guenther, Blair-Dixon 2007, and see further

below, pp. 30–1.
112 Deliyannis 2014.
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weapons.113 Averil Cameron has explicated the notion of ‘texts as

weapons’ in relation to the technique of literary debates in Byzantium.

These took the form of piling up citations and providing the exegesis of

texts in florilegia designed to demonstrate the proofs of an argument,

appealing to authority and tradition.114 The compilations of dossiers of

texts in sixth- and seventh-century Rome are similar to the Byzantine

florilegia. Thus, the power of the Liber pontificalis depended as much on

its content as on the effectiveness of its production and distribution, the

receptiveness of the audience, and the contemporary expectations about

how debate might be conducted.115 The text in itself is important evi-

dence to support assumptions about audience expectation, simply

because it appears to anticipate and respond to such expectations in

how it presents its subjects. The Liber pontificalis was also bolstered by the

sheer bulk of contemporary written texts in other genres produced and

distributed by the popes. The huge volume of papal correspondence, for

example, documents the determined campaigns to elicit support for

particular papal arguments in what Andrew Gillett has described as

‘central’ and ‘lateral’ communication.116

The texts devised in relation to the disputed election of Laurentius

and Symmachus and the Acacian schism, however, are only two instances

among an impressive barrage of texts and arguments produced in the

first half of the sixth century; all might be characterized as the assembly

of an arsenal of the past. This resource can be understood to form three

groups of texts of various types, both from the popes and from those

serving the Ostrogothic kings, responding to the opportunities and

challenges of the decades after 476. The first of these, for the most part

concentrated at the beginning of the sixth century, takes the form of the

texts produced in the ‘pamphlet war’ associated with the Laurentian

schism already mentioned, together with attention to codifying conciliar

material and incorporating papal ‘decretals’ such as the historically

ordered compilation of ‘canon law’ made by Dionysius Exiguus between

113 I take my cue from Bowman and Woolf 1994 and Cameron 1994.
114 For suggestive comments on some of the texts created see Wessel 2012. See further

below, pp. 32–5.
115 See Whiting 2015. 116 Gillett 2012.
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500 and 520.117 Further manifestations of this ‘culture of compilation’

are the Rule of St Benedict of Nursia, whose approach to the monastic

life was effectively publicized by Pope Gregory the Great in his Dialogues,

the monastic Rule of Eugippius, and Eugippius’s voluminous florilegium

of extracts from the works of Augustine.118 All witness to what has been

described as a ‘network of textual exchange’ in Italy in these early

decades of the sixth century.119 In this early phase the writings of Enno-

dius, Bishop of Pavia, written while he was still a deacon in Milan, might

be included as contributions from the Ostrogothic regime, together with

the lost Chronicle of the Goths by Cassiodorus, written between 526 and 533,

and King Theodoric’s provision of an amalgamation of different customs

and traditions based on Roman civil laws in his Edictum.120

The second group is in response to the crisis of the military invasion

led by the Byzantine general Belisarius. As already argued above, the

consequent political upheaval precipitated the Liber pontificalis in Rome,

but also from Rome there is Arator’s poem De actibus apostolorum.

A versified rendering of the Acts of the Apostles and publicly performed

in Rome in 544, it has a marked emphasis on how Saints Peter and Paul,

the ‘two lights of the world’ chose Rome as their city.121 Cassiodorus’s

Variae, the massive dossier of official correspondence from the Ostro-

gothic rulers, is most probably also to be associated with the end of the

first phase of the Gothic wars after 540.122

The third group comprises texts produced in Rome and in Constan-

tinople in the later 540s and early 550s, some of them composed within

or for the circle of Italian refugees in the immediate aftermath of the

Gothic wars.123 These are mostly historical narratives and appear to

confirm Peter Van Nuffelen’s observation that historiography was one

117 Pitz 1990, Jasper and Fuhrmann 2001, Dunn 2015a, 2015b, Campiani 2018, Graumann
2018, Hoskins 2015, Leyser 2019.

118 Benedict of Nursia, Regula, ed. de Vogüé and Neufville; Eugippius, Excerpta Augustini,
ed. Knoll, and Regula 1, ed. Villégas and de Vogüé.

119 Leyser 2001 and see also Gorman 1982. 120 Lafferty 2013, pp. 54–100.
121 Arator, De actibus apostolorum, ed. Orban; also ed. MacKinlay; English trans. Schrader,

Roberts, and Makowski. See also Hillier 1993, and below, pp. 63–5.
122 Cassiodorus, Variae, ed. Mommsen. The date of compilation is inevitably a matter of

dispute; see Barnish 1992, Bjornlie 2013, and Arnold, Bjornlie, and Sessa (eds.) 2016.
123 Croke 1983, 2001, 2005.
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of the ways in which the literati of Constantinople responded to the

political and ecclesiastical crisis of these years.124 They include the

portrait of Theodoric written by the ‘Anonymus Valesianus’, a Catholic

author probably based in Ravenna or Verona.125 From Constantinople

there is the championing of the history of the Goths by Jordanes in the

Getica as well as his Historia Romana, which can be read as a critique of

Justinian’s military and religious policies.126 The Gothic Wars of Proco-

pius, and the Latin translation and compilation from three Greek ecclesi-

astical histories by Sozomen, Socrates, and Theodoret in the Historia

ecclesiastica tripartita produced by Cassiodorus and Epiphanius between

544 and 551, are also part of this historiographical commentary, though

the latter work was produced in Cassiodorus’s retirement at Vivarium in

Italy. It is significant in gauging Cassiodorus’s theological position that

the Greek historian Theodoret was also one of the authors of the

condemned ‘Three Chapters’.127

From Rome, in addition to the earliest of the Gesta martyrum com-

posed during this period,128 the vast dossier of chronologically arranged

papal and imperial letters known as the Collectio Avellana was probably

compiled soon after 553.129 The collection comprises 243 letters dating

from the late fourth to the mid-sixth century. There is as yet little

agreement on this date, nor by whom and for what purpose the collec-

tion was made. The offices of both the city prefect and the popes have

each been credited with the assembly of the material, and it has variously

been seen as compiled for the Laurentian schism, as guidance in the

course of the Acacian schism, or as an exercise in the self-definition of

the papacy in the middle of the sixth century. Most follow the editor

Guenther in seeing it as a whole from the mid-sixth century rather than

as a collection initially formed at the beginning of the sixth century in

relation to papal politics.130 Guenther saw it as an assembly of a number

124 Van Hoof and Van Nuffelen 2017.
125 Anonymus Valesianus, ed. König, and Adams 1976.
126 Jordanes, Getica, ed. Möller and ed. Mommsen, and Van Hoof and Van Nuffelen 2017.
127 Cassiodorus, Historia ecclesiastica tripartita, ed. Hanslik and Jacob; Scholten 2015.
128 See p. 11 and note 43 above.
129 Collectio Avellana, ed. Guenther, Viezure 2015, Lizzi Testa and Marconi (eds.) 2019.
130 Blair-Dixon 2007, updated and expanded in Clemente 2017.
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of different dossiers: two (Letters 1–40) relate to the disputed papal

elections between Damasus and Ursinus, and Boniface and Eulalius,

and Letters 56–243 all relate in one way or another to the Acacian

schism. The collection also includes material from a Carthage archive

concerned with Pelagianism, from the register of Pope Leo I’s letters on

the problems of the church of Alexandria dated to 17 and 18 June 460,

and letters exchanged between the Emperor Justinian and Popes Agapi-

tus and Vigilius between 536 and 553 (Letters 82–93). It is conceivable,

such are its bulk and signs of editorial guidance in the compilation as a

whole, that the entire collection might best be interpreted as the delib-

erate formation of an historical archive in itself.

One clue to this may be the letters in the Collectio Avellana concerning

Ennodius, Bishop of Pavia (474–521). Despite being more usually associ-

ated with the regime of Theodoric the Ostrogoth, Ennodius was no

stranger to papal politics. Letters in the Collectio Avellana indicate that

he served as a papal envoy to Constantinople in 515 and 517, that is,

during the Acacian schism. The instructions for the legates in 515 (Letter

116) contain precious indications of the functions of an historical dossier

when matters of doctrine and jurisdiction were being discussed by

legates, and serve to justify such a collection. As Kennell comments,

‘the combination of obsessive stage management, absolute certitude

and quasi-Socratic method is formidable’.131 All letters carried by the

emissaries had to be brought to the attention of the emperor in discus-

sions of the exact nature of Christ, conduct of previous emperors, the

statement at Chalcedon and Tome of Leo, and the condemnation of

Nestorius and Eutyches.

In comparison to all of these texts the Liber pontificalis constructs a far

more comprehensive and historical argument than would be appropri-

ate for an immediate, let alone an ephemeral, response to a specific

issue. It was not a dossier of letters and edicts like most of the compil-

ations mentioned above, but a determined narrative. The difference also

lies in its widespread distribution, as we shall see in Chapter 6. The

Collectio Avellana, by contrast, is extant in only one eleventh-century

manuscript, and the Variae had a very limited circulation in the early

131 Kennell 2000, pp. 215–16.
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middle ages; not even the other histories match the Liber pontificalis in

the extent of its dissemination. Placing the Liber pontificalis in the context

of specific doctrinal or ecclesiastical debates certainly accords it an

important role as an ideological statement in internal disputes and

theological debate, but nevertheless both the Laurentian dispute and

the Acacian schism are too narrow as contexts for the immediate pro-

duction of the Liber pontificalis. Instead, it should be seen as a specifically

papal and Roman response to the political crisis engulfing the whole of

Italy, with the sudden invasion of a hostile army challenging the regime

that had ruled Italy peacefully for the past two generations.

At this point, the evidence of the so-called ‘Verona fragment’ needs to

be considered, for it contains the best known of the preliminary, inde-

pendent, or possibly even rival versions of two Lives in the Liber pontifica-

lis. The Verona fragment contains the last part of a Life of Pope

Anastasius (496–8) and the whole of a Life of Pope Symmachus

(498–514), and is an integral part of an entire codex produced in the

second half of the sixth century. Script and contents indicate a date soon

after 555.132 Both in itself and in its codicological context, this extract

from the Liber pontificalis is of crucial importance for our understanding

of the earliest decades of production and reception of the Liber pontifi-

calis. The book is written in a confident half-uncial usually located to

Verona. A similar, if not the same, script occurs in a number of other

manuscripts, containing related texts, such as the Acts of the Council of

Chalcedon (451) and the Apostolic Constitutions, a set of very early canons

of which Dionysius included the first fifty in his canon law collection.133

In the current first folio of the Verona codex, the beginning of the Vita

Symmachi is indicated as the fifty-second pope (not the fifty-third), with a

prominent Roman numeral in a manner familiar from later copies of the

Liber pontificalis. The customary formula concerning natio and parentage

is absent. At the end of this Life is a list of popes, apparently made by the

same scribe as the rest of the text, including the length of their pontifi-

cates. This included Pope Vigilius (537–55) and a note that he had died

132 Verona XXII (20) (CLA IV, 490).
133 Verona LIII (51), LIX (57), BAV Vat. lat. 1322 and Paris, BnF lat. 12214 + St Petersburg,

Q.I.4 (Augustine, De civitate dei), (CLA IV, 506, 509; CLA I, 8, and CLA V, 635).
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in Syracuse. Quire marks suggest that an entire eight-leaf quaternion and

one further leaf, eighteen pages in all, are missing. At twenty-five lines

per page, this is possibly sufficient to have contained the entire narrative

before the Life of Pope Anastasius (496–8). The version of the Life of

Symmachus in the Verona fragment omits most of the detail about his

gifts to churches. Abbreviation of a longer Life by omitting other details

about the building and endowment of churches, such as that of Life 34,

of Silvester I, is not excluded, so that the original text in the Verona

codex may simply have been rather leaner.

There are various possible interpretations of the contents of the

compilation in relation to the existence of a full text of the Liber pontifi-

calis and how far it extended. One possibility is to accept the allocation of

completion of a text of the Liber pontificalis (LP I) to the period of Pope

Hormisdas, Symmachus’s successor, in which this less positive version of

Symmachus’s Life was either the original or a substitute. Another is that

the version received in Verona was the whole LP I as described above,

but that the copyist chose not to include Lives 54–59 of Popes Hormis-

das, John I, Felix IV, Boniface II, John II, or Agapitus. The listing of

popes to Silverius and Vigilius might imply more than knowledge of their

reigns, but there are later Liber pontificalis manuscripts from the eighth

and ninth centuries that also have more popes listed than biographies

represented in the text. Lastly, this alternative and allegedly ‘pro-

Laurentian’ version of Symmachus’s Life could indeed be regarded as

the remnant of the ‘pamphlet war’ during the so-called Laurentian schism.

Which interpretation is the most plausible cannot be settled on the

basis of this Verona codex. But it is worth noting that the Verona version

of the Life of Pope Symmachus is better described as an alternative, more

legally and document-oriented approach to writing a papal biography

than as an anti-Symmachan or pro-Laurentian text. The remaining lines

of the Life of Pope Anastasius refer to a letter written by the pope to the

emperor stating that because of the degree of corroboration from heav-

enly Scripture, the persistence of so atrocious a schism between the

Eastern and Western churches is ‘quite pointless’. The Life of Pope

Symmachus certainly includes some derogatory comments about Sym-

machus’s private life and public actions but these are mostly framed as

part of the report of the rumours in circulation.
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The striking difference presented in the Verona alternative Life lies in

the detail about the hearings of the case by King Theodoric, the charges

against Symmachus, what the accusations against Symmachus were, and

how many of the bishops and senators went to his defence in order to

consider the legal issue of whether a Roman pontiff could be judged. Yet

the Roman pontiff was judged. It is this summary of the legal issue that is

the crucial one, and it is omitted in the version in the full text of the Liber

pontificalis as we now have it. That version fudges the entire issue by

referring merely to a synod of 115 bishops who acquitted Symmachus

of the ‘false charges’ against him. Nor does it seem particularly pro-

Laurentian to say, in an obviously rhetorical formulation, that Laurentius

was in Rome four years but that the author prefers not to say anything

about the ‘civil wars and terrible murders’ of that period, thus succinctly

doing precisely that. Fuller details of the horrors of these four years are

in the standard full text of the Liber pontificalis, and the Life of Symma-

chus is further extended with a description of Symmachus’s building

activity and destroying the ‘Manichaeans’.134

In other words, the balance of the Lives is different in the kind of

information provided, and to label them as pro-Symmachan or pro-

Laurentian is neither helpful nor convincing. One might compare these

two narratives with the Lives of Damasus and Sixtus III in the Liber

pontificalis, or the Life of Boniface II.135 The first two are both very

allusive in reporting that charges were brought against each pope and

that they were acquitted, and the third is outspokenly critical of the pope.

That there should be disparities in particular texts once they were

reproduced in new books for new audiences perhaps should not surprise

us. That there should be various opposing views and emphases about

popes in circulation should also not be a surprise, for the viciousness of

the disputed papal elections alone, quite apart from such corpora as the

Symmachan documents studied by Eckhart Wirbelauer,136 alert us again

to the articulation of different bodies of opinion, factions, and interest

134 For the suggestion that this might be understood as a generic reference to ‘heretics’ see
Cohen 2015.

135 LP I, Lives 32 and 42, pp. 212 and 232. 136 Wirbelauer 1993.
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groups in Rome and beyond.137 These were by no means confined to the

clergy, for as Samuel Barnish has argued, the Roman aristocrats were just

as keenly involved in events in Rome as different groups, both lay and

ecclesiastical, within the Lombard-controlled areas.138 Whether the ver-

sion in the Verona fragment or the more formulaic version of the Life of

Pope Symmachus found in the later manuscripts was the original

remains a puzzle. Certainly the Verona codex is a precious witness to

the liveliness of the manuscript tradition of the Liber pontificalis in Italy.139

Because the end of the preceding Life of Pope Anastasius II in the

Verona fragment also differs from the version found in later manu-

scripts, the Verona fragment may well be a remnant of the original

version from Rome. If that were the case, then the later manuscripts

could well preserve an edited version made, perhaps in the seventh

century, at the point when the text was resumed, updated, and further

edited.140

Conclusion

Both the format and content of the first section of the Liber pontificalis,

therefore, need to be read in the light of the political crisis of the late

530s. The text was precipitated by more than local schism or as part of

Roman propaganda wars, though it can indeed be considered as contrib-

uting to a wider argument in the first few decades of the sixth century,

conducted in the form of historical texts, in which the perception of the

imperial past was transformed by the popes themselves.141 To credit the

authors of Liber pontificalis with using writing as an instrument of persua-

sion, and offering a new mode of argument deliberately structured to

evoke imperial comparison, endows the Liber pontificalis itself with power

as a text. The particular account of the past in the Liber pontificalis was

intended in the first instance to play a role in the politics of the sixth

century and in a milieu in which there was a marked respect for texts and

their authority. The Liber pontificalis is potentially a key piece of evidence

for the consolidation of the ideological position adopted by the papacy

137 See also above, p. 17. 138 Barnish 2008. 139 See further below, Chapter 6.
140 See above, pp. 14–15. 141 See McKitterick 2011.
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in the new political configuration of the former Western Roman Empire.

This involved far more than Rome’s primacy and the pope’s role as St

Peter’s successor, crucial elements though these were, as we shall see in

the following chapters.142

In the rest of this book I shall address, through the prism of the Liber

pontificalis, the politics and ideology of Rome’s transformation from

imperial city to Christian capital, and how it became the focus of secular

and religious politics in relation to the Ostrogoths, Byzantine Greeks,

Lombards, and Franks. I shall examine how the Liber pontificalis depicts

Rome as the holy city of Christian martyrs and the residence of the pope,

the goal of pilgrims, artists, and craftsmen, all of which coexisted with

Rome’s antique and imperial past as a physical presence and as an idea.

How does the Liber pontificalis reflect the way the popes developed their

power and control within the city? How does papal patronage manifest

itself in the text, and how was it orchestrated? How did the Liber pontifi-

calis contribute to the establishment of the pope’s spiritual authority

within and beyond Rome? My suggestion here is that for those who can

be shown or inferred to have had access to the text in the early middle

ages, the understanding, memory, and perceptions of Rome and the

writings of the earliest popes were greatly influenced, if not actually

shaped, by the Liber pontificalis from the middle of the sixth century

onwards. We cannot properly understand the early medieval popes

unless we appreciate the invention of the papacy within the papal admin-

istration itself in which the popes were arguably complicit, and in which

the Liber pontificalis apparently played such a key role. The problem of

the participation of the subjects of representation in that representa-

tion’s creation, and the extent to which the popes in their public role live

up to their textual representation, is further complicated by the succes-

sive extensions to the text and, most obviously, the creation of a multipli-

city of models for emulation.143

I shall present my cumulative argument as follows. In Chapter 2,

I shall discuss the Liber pontificalis and the city of Rome. I then address

142 See below, Chapters 2 and 3.
143 For the models of King David and the Emperor Theodosius see Jong 2009, pp. 112–18,

and McLynn 1994, pp. 291–8 and 315–30.
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in Chapter 3 the Liber pontificalis’s representation of the apostolic succes-

sion from St Peter and the construction of the Christian past of Rome as

a holy city of Christian saints and martyrs. In the fourth chapter, I shall

examine the degree to which the Liber pontificalis presents the Bishop of

Rome as establishing visible power within the city, and the indications

the text offers of the campaign to replace or emulate the Roman

emperors as rulers of the city. Subsequently, in Chapter 5, I shall con-

sider the image of the pope projected by the Liber pontificalis and the

spiritual and ministerial role of the bishop in Rome. Lastly, in Chapter 6,

I turn to the question of audience implicit throughout the book and

trace the potential power of the text by investigating its manuscript

transmission and reception, especially in Italy and Francia, in the early

middle ages and thus who may have had access to the Liber pontificalis.
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